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The Team
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The Cumulus Core Team
10 Developers
3 Companies
2 Data Centers
13 Repositories
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Team Communication
Slack
GoTo Meeting / Hangouts / Video chat
Daily Scrum
Internal demos
Weekly architecture meetings
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Tracking Work
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Tracking Work
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Pull Requests
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• Resource Contention
• Stability
• Length of time
• Dependency on outside services
Test Suite Challenges
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The Train
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Scaled Agile Framework
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Scaled Agile Framework
In-person planning every 12 weeks
5 sprints, 2 weeks each
2 week Innovation & Planning sprint
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Communication in the Train
Slack channel for users + team
Leadership meetings 2x per week
Demo each sprint
Office hours
Dashboard meetings
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Work Prioritizaton
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Issue Prioritization
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Release Process
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Documentation
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Documentation
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The Community
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Open Source!
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● Cumulus is highly-configurable and open source, it can 
be used outside of the NASA ecosystem and on 
arbitrary data
● Now supports Google OAuth
● Community Edition’s roadmap will make Cumulus 
lightweight
Cumulus Community Edition (CCE)
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● Ingest and process of data for:
○ A World Resources Institute (WRI) satellite-derived 
air quality model
○ The Group on Earth Observations (GEO) Global 
Agricultural Monitoring applications (GEOGLAM)
Other Applications
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● MAAP project
● Estimating hurricane wind speeds
Other Applications
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Come Find Us
Check us out on github! 
https://github.com/nasa/cumulus
Read up
https://nasa.github.io/cumulus/
Use our packages
https://www.npmjs.com/org/cumulus
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Questions?
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Lauren Frederick
lauren@element84.com
Thank You!
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